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ous objection to it. It is believed how-igarded, while an ignominious and disdis
persons complain as loudly of this, as | since last year.” That is to say, as we
ever they will not. Ah equal amount of jI graceful k.LltuliUlL'
scramble 13
is going Oil
on 1U1
for the
conlilt/
CO
Lithey did of the late law, and are again have good grounds to believe, a fair and
money for the support of schools would tents
J ‘ of an already impoverished
‘
’ treasury 1 contemplating
JAMES K. REMICH.
changes, I am aware. But reasonable proposition on the part of our
probably be raised by the towns and plan Every consideration that love of country,
Office on the Main Street, over D. Remich’s Bookstore.
while admitting that gross and obvious de- Government, with a view to an amicable
tations, to that now raised, including the and a just sensitiveness to national honor fects should be remedied, I think it is and final settlement of the question, has
Tw’o dollars per annum, if paid witbin the year. In portion received of the bank tax. And can suggest, forbid it. It is true, that the due to the importance
ofr.i
the subject,
tuc remained, another year, unanswered if not
,
.
terest will be charged on all subscriptions which remain this would operate no hardship ; as the resources of the country are abundant, and difficulty of devising a satisfactory plan unnoticed. If from this circumstance, as
unpaid at the expiration of the year. No paper dis diminution of the State tax would corres that we may rely much, in any emergen where such a contrariety of opinion exists well as from the whole history of the case,
continued, except at the option of the publisher, until pond with the increase of the school tax. cy, on the strong arms, brave hearts, and and the great pains that have been taken
If therefore, the sums justly due from indomitable energy of our people. Still in framing the present law, that we should you can discover any indication on the
all arrearages are paid.
part of Great Britain, other than of a set
[CFThe publisher does not hold himself responsi the general government and from individ there are preparations which cannot be
give it, in its main features, a fair trial. tled determination never to peaceably
ble for any error in any advertisement beyond the uals, be paid—our resources in land and neglected without disregarding the dic
An efficient militia, always important, has
amount charged for its insertion.
timber be properly husbanded—the treas tates of common prudence, to place the become doubly so by the aspect of the yield a large portion of the territory in
controversy, you will be more fortunate
ury be relieved from the payment of the subject upon no higher ground. When
times. But it can have no efficiency while
bank tax and costs in criminal prosecu these preparations are made, it is believed in a state of constant transition. Justly than I have been. The course which,
under this view, the general government
GOVERNOR’S MESSAGE. tions-—the most rigid economy be practi but little will be found in the treasury for
regarded as the right arm of our defence, should pursue, to my mind, admits neith
sed n all the departments of government gratuitous distribution.
the united and cheerful effort of all good er of doubt or hesitancy. National honor,
—and a reasonable amount be raised by
To the Senate,
In the foregoing, though I have not ad citizens should be, to strengthen and not as well as justice to Maine, clearly indi
assessment—we may hope to see our verted to a tithe of the objections that to weaken it.
and House of liepres entatre es :
cate it—and that is—to purge the soil of
State debt rapidly diminishing, and there might be urged against this law for dis
The report of the Land Agent will show this State, effectually and without delay,
About to enter upon the discharge of by avoid the odious imputation of throw tributing the proceeds of the public lands,
our respective official trusts, let us, first, ing a burden upon our children, justly be enough perhaps has been said. I can the condition of that department. The of every vestige of British encroachment,
public lands will long continue to be re and then, if there is to be further negotia
render our devout and grateful acknowl longing to ourselves.
take no view of it that does not involve garded with deep interest, and will require
edgements to that great and good Being
No notice thus far has been taken of its instant and utter condemnation. To the constant and vigilant supervision of tion upon the subject, let it be, on the
part of Great Britain to obtain, what for
who has so signally blessed and prospered any amount to be received under the Act my mind, it has not one redeeming feature.
the State and nation during another year ; of Congress, providing for a distribution I would therefore not only repeat my sug the Legislature. While the lands, and more than a quarter of a century she has
—and under a just sense of the frailty of of the proceeds of the public lands, inas gestion, that resolutions for its repeal be properly enough, are disposed of, more refused to yield. When a reasonable ex
all human purpose, look to Him for aid much as I cherish the hope that, that law adopted and transmitted to Congress, and with a view to their early settlement by pectation can no longer be entertained,
in carrying out our resolutions of fidelity will not long be permitted to disfigure the that the delegation from this State be also an enterprising, industrious and worthy that the general government will adopt
to the high obligations resting upon us— statute book. Deeming it to be in viola instructed in reference to it, but I would population, which constitutes the true this, or some equally efficacious course, if
fidelity to the great principles of truth, tion of the Constitution, dangerous, as a recommend further, that this State refuse wealth of a State, than to any immediate Maine is true to herself, she will take
pecuniary advantage ; we may, and ought possession of the whole territory, and if
justice, and humanity—to thecause ofe- precedent, corrupting in its influences, a to sanction it by a reception of the money.
to make the vast forests of timber which need be, use all the means which God
qual rights and liberal principles—to the delusion and a cheat in the good it propo
The banking system of this State,
duty of reflecting truly, and promoting ses, a prospective burden to the tax pay though probably as free from imperfec cover them, tributary to the wants of the and nature have placed in her hands to
earnestly, the opinions and interests of er, and, under all circumstances, an act tions as that prevailing in any State in treasury. A system, by which the law maintain it. The consideration of the
our constituents—and to the practical little short of fatuity, I cannot refrain the Union, has nevertheless proved in of demand and supply shall be properly re whole subject is with you, who. I have no
teachings of the simple truth that we are from recommending the adoption of reso sufficient to prevent the failure of some garded, and the timber saved from devas doubt, will approve yourselves faithful
but servants, with no power but that which lutions upon the subject, and instructions banks, and the embarrassment of others. tation and waste—by which, the indul guardians of the honor and interests of the
has been delegated to us by the people, on your part to those who are bound to o- That insol vene}7 and embarrassment have gence of favoritism on the one hand, and State.
The exploration and survey, under the
and to whom, after a brief period, we bey you, to exert their influence to pro not been more frequent, and the conse the success of powerful combinations to
monopolize
on
the
other,
shall
be
preven

general
government, which has been in
must again resign it.
cure its immediate and unconditional re quent loss and injury to the public as well ted—which shall ensure to the State the
progress for the last two years, is under
The subjects probably to come before peal.
as stockholders more severe, is probably fair value of the timber, and afford to all stood to have nearly reached its close,
you at the present session it is believed
A former act, to avoid the difficulties attributable, in a great measure, to the the citizens an equal opportunity to parti
and it is believed, will add another con
cannot be numerous ; but they are highly interposed by the Constitution, was made provisions of law relating to the amount
important, and demand, as they will un to assume the form of a deposit of the pub of circulation—extent of indebtedness of cipate in the profits of a purchase, is firmation of our title, which no ingenuity
doubtedly receive, your earnest and faith lic money with the States. The late law directors—liability of stockholders for what is needed. Complaints are made of can avoid nor effrontery deny.
the course heretofore pursued, and I deem
This survey, however long its comple
ful consideration.
does not adopt even this poor disguise. debts of corporation—official returns un it proper respectfully to call your attention
tion
may be delayed, Great Britain in no
Among them certainly not the least im It makes ostensibly, and in fact, an abso der oath—and periodical inspection by
portant, is that of the public debt. Its a- lute gift. If therefore, it have any war Commisioners. Provisions that, as far as to the subject, not doubting that all will way participating in it, and being institu
mount now, exclusive of the Indian and rant in the Constitution, it is not easy to they go, have thus worked beneficially, it be done by you that justice to the State, ted for the satisfaction of our own govern
School Funds, about $1,700,000, is lar perceive why equal authority may not be is presumed will not be readily relaxed, and the convenience of the settler and oth- ment, cannot justify a single day’s delay on
citizens, require.
the part of Great Britain to agree upon a
ger probably, than was ever anticipated found for bestowing gratuitously any mon or abandoned.
On the contrary, we
Under a government like ours, having joint commission to run the line according
and much larger than is consistent with ey in the treasury, from whatever sources should inquire whether they may not with
its foundation solely in the popular will, to the treaty of 1783, and thus put this
the ample resources of the State, and its it may have accrued. Congress is limit propriety and advantage be made still fur
means to pay. No inconsiderable portion ed in its powers, to those granted in the ther restrictive. That the safety of the and the agents for administering it being long vexed question forever at rest.
The extension of the military road to
of it has arisen from three sources; the Constitution. The power to give away public might also be further secured by designated for that purpose, by popular
omission, for several years, to assess a tax the public money, is no where to be found requiring a wider specie basis for the cir suffrage, it would be but a trite remark to some point on the St. John has become
for thè sunno/t of government, under the in that instrument. The authority “ to culation, and extending to these institu say, that the people should be intelligent indispensable, and it is to be hoped that
delusive expectation that sufficient for the dispose of, and make all needful rules and tions the provisions of the bankrupt law, and virtuous. But if it be important that an early appropriation will be made by
popular suffrage should be guided by in Congress for that object. It is gratifying
purpose would be derived from the sales regulations respecting the territory and oth- will hardly admit of a question. The lat
telligence and virtue, is it not of equal to perceive, that on this point, the opinion
of the public lands—the large amount er property of the United States,” cannot ter, to be sure, is beyond your control,
importance that the modes provided for
paid under the laws bestowing a bounty be made to include it, without doing gross but it is to be hoped, that it will not be its exercise should not only be wisely a- of the Secretary of War, is coincident with
that entertained here.
on the production of wheat and corn—andI violence to the plain and palpable import unnoticed by Congress, in the revision of dapted to the purpose, but be sacredly
I have long entertained the opinion that
for expenses incurred in resisting the at-• of
< the language used. To sell and dis- this subject which is anticipated.
guarded from every corrupting or perver- a change in the time of the meeting of
tempt of a foreign power to expel us fromi pose ofland, is one thing. To give a1 would also add, that my opinions ting influence ? If to the ballot box we
our rightful territory. Whether these ex■ way the money arising from such sale, is heretofore communicated to the Legisla look as one of the chief instruments for the Legislature from winter to summer
would be attended with many advanta
penditures were ill advised or judicious, II another
:
and different thing. One is ex- ture upon the subject of the currency, re the maintenance of freedom and the pres
ges.
In summer, the sessions would prob
need not, in this connexion, stop to in■ pressly authorised—the other is not. Nor main unchanged. That it would be im
ervation of our rights, how constantly and ably be shorter—more business would be
quire. The debt has been incurred, andI would the case be relieved of difficulty by proved by infusing into the circulation a
sedulously should we watch over and de
must be provided for. A large permanent ireference to the peculiar terms of the greater proportion of the precious metals ; fend it 1 If a sinister blow was to be accomplished in the same time—the ex
penses would be considerably diminished,
public debt, however, is essentially ad-• <deeds of cession from the individual and that this may be accomplished by
struck at our free institutions, where could
verse to the true policy, if not principles,, States, even if the Act applied to the pro prohibiting the circulation of bank bills it be more effectually given ? Once bring and the convenience and comfort of the
I would
of our government ;—its gradual reduc ceeds of the ceded lands alone. But it of a small denomination, I do not enter discredit upon the ballot box, destroy members greatly promoted.
therefore recommend, that the question of
tion, therefore, with a view to its early does not. Much the largest portion of tain a doubt. The only question, is one
confidence in it, deepen the suspicion that
and total extinguishment; it seems to me, the public lands were acquired by pur- of time. What period would be most pro its results are founded in intrigue, bribery, an amendment of the Constitution in this
respect, be submitted to the people.
should be our constant aim. For the ac■ chase, with money from the treasury, rais pitious for such a prohibition, is a matter corruption and falsehood, and are indica
It, in omitting to notice several topics
complishment of this purpose we can rely, ed, mainly, by an indirect tax upon the for the consideration of the Legislature ; tive of anything rather than the free, un
and to make certain recommendations,
in the first place, upon the repayment by people at large. Stripped of its disguises, who will before adopting any important biassed, unpurchased suffrages of the
the anticipations and wishes of any shall
the general government of the military the Act clearly involves the power of changes, look to the state of public senti people, and you strike a deadly blow at
be disappointed, I trust a palliating cir
expenses incurred upon the frontier in taxation for the purpose of distribution ;— ment, and fairly estimate the probabilities our free system of government, and do
cumstance may be found in the amount of
1839, and our portion of the unpaid bal and a practical confirmation of this, is ex that new enactments would be rigidly en much to extinguish the glorious light
our indebtedness, and the condition of the
ance of “ the Massachusetts claim,” as it hibited in the fact, that simultaneous with forced, or permitted to remain a dead let which the development of that system
treasury. However interesting particular
is called—-the amount to be derived from the donation, was the raising of the tariff, ter upon the statute book.
has been shedding upon the political des subjects are to large classes of citizens ;
the timber upon the public lands under and the creation of a loan.
For information as to the particular tiny of mankind. The pertinency of these and however judicious many appropria
a judicious system of sales—the collection
Its injustice and inexpediency, are no condition of the Hospital for the Insane, I remarks, it is believed, may be found in tions of money might be generally regard
of the large sums that have long been due less glaring than its unconstitutionality. must refer you to the reports of the Board the scenes enacted during the year 1840 ed under other circumstances ; at present
to the Land Department—the annual as That it creates a void in the treasury to of Directors and Superintendent. The re• —scenes that can be remembered only the emphatic call of the public voice for a
sessment of a reasonable tax—and upon the extent of the amount distributed, is sults, thus far, of the operation of this with shame and regret. That this State course of severe economy, would seem to
the adoption of a most rigid system of e- evident. That the whole amount was Institution, it is believed, go to shed lustre did not so deeply participate in them as
require their postponement to a more fa
conomy in all our expenditures.
needed to defray the ordinary expenses of upon the benevolent design which origi many other States, is perhaps attributable, vorable period.
It is worthy of consideration also, the government, has been officially shown. nated it, and to convince all that no ex in no small degree, to our judicious elec
And in this connexion, permit me re
whether the large draughts now made How then can this void be supplied, but penditure, of an equal amount, could have tion laws and the numerous guards which spectfully to add, that the indications of
upon the treasury for the payment of costs by taxation, direct or indirect ? A loan been made, ensuring larger returns in the a prudent and sagacious legislation had public sentiment seem to be no less une
in criminal prosecutions, may not, with does not change, but merely postpones the amount of human misery relieved and hap thrown around the ballot box. Enough quivocal in regard to a session contracted
advantage, be transferred to the respec result. Providing for the deficiency by piness promoted.
however, occurred even here, to show to the shortest possible period, consistent
tive Counties in which they occur. To raising the tariff, draws the amount, indi
I must also refer you to the reports of ’that further provisions are necessary. The with a proper attention to the public busi
my own mind, there would be an evident rectly, from the pockets of the consumers, the Warden and Inspectors for information Jfraudulent practice of transporting voters ness. And as a circumstance highly fa
propriety in the change. Should it be a- and consequently, to a considerable ex in regard to the condition and affairs of 1from one State to another, might be, in the vorable to this end, may be mentioned,
dopted, in addition to other advantages, it tent, will constitute a tax on persons and the State Prison.
election of President and Vice President, the late revision of all the Statutes by
would not, perhaps, be unreasonable to not on property. The operation of the
By the Constitution, the duty is impo effectually guarded against, by requiring Commissioners, eminent for their qualifi
believe, that the vigilance and scrutiny of law then, will betogive money, in which sed upon you of making a new apportion the election to be had upon the same day cations, and the subsequent re-examina
the County officers, while doing justice to all the citizens have an equal interest, to ment of the House of Representatives, at in all the States. This, it is true, is a tion and adoption of them by the legisla
all interested, would effect a very consid the State governments—thereby, (if it go the present session—and as there seems
matter beyond your control—but I submit ture at a session devoted to that object.
erable reduction of the aggregate amount into the State treasury) relieving property to be no doubt that the number has been
whether it is not of sufficient importance It is not to be presumed therefore, that
of this portion of the public expenses.
from taxation in the States, to that extent, changed by the voice of the people, on to authorize the transmission of resolu much time will be occupied at the present
I would also suggest the expediency of to be paid back again to the National the question lately submitted to them, the
tions upon the subject, to the national session in amending existing laws. Their
repealing the law appropriating the per treasury by the citizens of the several new apportionment will, of course, conform
legislature, or at least to justify instruc republication also, in a condensed and
centum now paid on bank capital, to the States without reference to their property, to the reduced basis. That this duty
tions to our delegation in Congress. Oth cheap form, and general distribution aseveral towns and plantations in the State with an additional sum equivalent to the will be performed under the influence of
er provisions or amendments of existing mong the people, would seem to render
for the support of schools. It is a tax u- expenses of collection, losses through de just and elevated views, and in a manner laws relating to this subject, may be sug any alteration unwise and impolitic, not
sually paid with promptness, and can be linquent officers, and the numerous con that can stand the severest scrutiny, I
gested by your own observation and re called for by a strong necessity.
conveniently relied on by the Treasurer tingencies to which all monetary affairs have no doubt. No outrage upon the
JOHN FAIRFIELD.
flection. I can assure you of my hearty
for the payment of the interest on the are subject. Can this be wise, just, or principle offair and equal representation
Council Chamber, Jan. 7, 1842.
co-operation, in all your efforts to pre
public debt, and other demands upon the expedient 1
can ever command the approval of an in vent frauds upon the ballot box, to guard
treasury. When divided and distributed,
But if it were clear of all these objec telligent and honest people.
the right of suffrage, and to maintain, in
A Large Bill. On the 15th June, Com
the amount received by the towns and tions, how can the abstraction, at this
It is expected, that a new apportion every practicable way, the purity of elec missioner Elliott, issued a notice to all per
plantations is but trifling—and as the de time, of millions from the treasury for gra ment of Representatives to Congress, un tions.
sons who had suffered damage by reason of
ficiency thus caused in the treasury, has tuitous distribution, be justified ? Does der the late census, will be made by Con
It is with pain and mortification that, I the pillage by the Chinese of the factories at
to be supplied by a tax on those who re not the neglected condition of the defen gress at its present session. Should this
find the boundary question still among the Canton, to present their claims for indemnity.
In consequence, Mr. Coolidge, in behalf of
ceive the supposed benefit, there would ces of the country, regarded in connexion be done seasonably, of which we cannot
standing topics of the annual executive his American House, presented this account.
seem to be no good reason for objecting with the existing state of our foreign rela but be strongly desirous, districting anew
message. The President, in his late com Loss of furniture, household utensils,
to a repeal ; especially, if we consider tions, prompt to a more judicious and pa for this State, or some other action, will
munication to Congress, after referring to
$10,000
etc.
further, that the expense of an additional triotic use of our means. Shall the long become necessary on your part.
5,000
the progress that had been made by one Cash in treasury.
assessment and collection would be there continued and aggravated encroachments
The new militia law, which went into of his predecessors towards “negotiating Personal inconvenience suffered, and
by avoided. If our common schools were of Great Britain upon the rights of this' operation on the first of the present
risk of life!
15,000
a convention with a view to the final set
to suffer detriment from the course sug State, to say nothing of her high handed month, involves severaly ....j.v......
6,000
important chan tlement
LtcujcuL VI
Lilt; question,
of the
question,” nous,
adds, ”“mai
that ne
he Books, papers, desks, etc.
gested, however favorable in a financial aggressions elsewhere, be forgotten, or the ges in the system. ”That
” ‘ defects
n ■ still
-- regrets
.............
.........
to say that little further advance$36,000
point of ’. >.w, it would constitute a seri- portentous aspect of the future be disre- exist, is quite probable
IP«—
—.a
nil fthat
hnf enmo
kî
~ ~ accomplished
~______ i
-and
some ’' ment of tkn
the object
has~ been
This was allowed by Capt. Elliott.
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1
MAINE LEGISLATURE.
Mr. Clay, according to notice, brought in
Blanks,
#
27
his copyright bill, which was read twice and
SATURDAY, JAN. 15, 1842.
Thomas S. Pullen having received a ma
referred.
Thursday, Jan. 6. In the Senate, Mr.
Tuesday, Jan. 4. The Senate was addressMr. Woodbury look the floor in reference jBennett, from the Joint Select Committee, to jority of all the votes, was declared duly electTreasurer’s Report. The annual re
ed by Mr. Bales of Massachusetts, on t lie to the Exchequer scheme, and made a long which was referred the votes for Governor,° ed Senator of the 11th Senatorial District.
port of the Treasurer Uofiaiu
Maine,
on thenanC
finances
A
committee
was
appointed
to
receive,
sort
.
.
,
.
|
a
committee
was
appointee
io
receive,
sou
r>nuiiiiciic<»Miciui
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eg
question of referring the fiscal report and bill speech against it. When he had concluded, given
(
in the seveia
s.__
towns,, cities am p. an a anc| count the votes for Senators to fill the of the State, for the last year, is published
to a select committee.
Mr. Evans of Maine obtained the floor —he lions
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State,
at
the
late
annual
election,
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in
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1
HOIJUh
in
this
He said it was very natural that on the will speak on Monday, to which day the Sen (made a report selling forth in detail the ^state 1 vacancies in lhe 12th Senatorial District.— It ¡s J)igh|y creditable to ¡ts author-exhibitThe
constitutional
candidates
being,
.iI r
.
I.■■vz
ne const
[UllOIiai caiiuiuaies
uemg, Franklin
I.-I antvnn
.
.
,
.• ,i
other side of lhe Senate this, or any other fis- ate
} adjourned.
...
__
, ,
imr 111 n nliifii' mannnr fha hriiinpiol
(of the vote, and declared that John Fair- Smith,
Drummond Farnsworth, Jos. Spaukl- ¿"8“
“ !tlOn
cal plan, should be opposed. But he had lis
had received a majority over all others, ing and Enoch E. Brown.
j of the~ Stale, and containing
suggestions charIn the House, Mr. Saltonstall, from the field
i
I
tened to lhe remarks of the 'two gentlemen
was therefore duly elected Governor of, The committee having attended to the du- acterized by good sense and affording evon manufactures, asked for leave and
<
who had spoken last, (Messrs. Mangum and committee
i
Maine for the current political year. The re
Huntington.) with surprise, and even pain. , to
I send for persons and papers, to examine I idence that this important department of
ty assigned them, reported as follows:
port was accepted.
211
witnesses,
eic.
I
Whole number of votes,
The tone of (heir remarks was as unpleasant j
the interests ol the State has been confided
A Committee was appointed to wait upon
A
considerable
debate
arose
on
this
propo

106
Necessary
to
a
choice.
as it was causeless.
Mr.
Fairfield
and
inform
him
of
his
election.
to able and faithful hands.
sition,
in
which
the
tariff
’
and
ami-tariff
par

Drummond
Farnsworth
has
The plan of lhe President was not sent to ; :
Messages were interchanged between the
151
We learn from this Report, that the money
Franklin Smith
“
the Senate in a dictatorial manner, but with ties went over a considerable part of the old
•Senate and House.
59
in the Treasury on lhe 1st of January last
Joseph Spaulding
“
a deference to the opinions of lhe Legisla ground again.
The
Senate
then
repaired
to
the
Hall
of
the
The morning hour elapsed before this talk
52
amounted to
Enoch E. Brown
“
$82,736 15
ture which recommended it to their kind and
House of Representatives. (See House pro
And that during the year there
1
Neherniah Leavitt
“
respectful consideration, and their liberal ac could come to any lking, and the orders of
has been received from all
the day were taken up.
1 ceedings.)
Whereupon, Drummond Farnsworth and
tion.
. i
•
r r
The Senate having returned, it immediately ; Franklin Smith were declared duly elected
The House, on motion of Mr. Fillmore,
sources,
The question was a simple question of ref
345,356 05
thereafter adjourned to 10 o’clock to-morrow Senators of the 12th Senatorial District.
erence, and the report and bill should be sent went into committee of the whole on the
morning.
Making a total of
The convention then dissolved, and the
8428,092 20
to a committee, unpledged against or for this Treasury note bill. Mr. F. went into an ex
The expenditures during the
or that measure. This is neither the place position of lhe present exigencies of lhe Treas
In the House, a Joint Select Committee was Senate withdrew.
year have amounted to
372,140 13
nor lime for the discussion at present. When ury, the occasion of them, and the only prac appointed, in concurrence with the Senate, to
On motion of Mr. Greene of Saco, a mes
the time came he would not be found back ticable mode of present relief. He had uni contract for the job printing of the Legislature sage was sent to the Governor, informing him
ward in giving his opinion of the project.1 formly voted against lhe issue of Treasury for the current political year.
that the two Houses were duly organized and , Leaving a balance in the Treas
ury on the 31st ult. of
855,952 07
As to the character of the document under notes, and nothing hut the necessity of lhe
A committee was appointed to invite the were ready to receive any communication he
discussion, it mattered, in his opinion, very case could reconcile him to the introduction regular officiating ministers of the gospel, res might be pleased to make. Mr. Greene was
The receipts for 1842 are estimated at
little, what lhe critics said about it; it was of this proposal at the present time. His ob ident in the towns of Hallowell and Au entrusted with this message, who subsequent 8390,907 31, viz Cash in the Treasury, asaone io be proud, not ashamed of, let who jections had always been to the expediency, gusta, to perform alternately, lhe duties of ly reported that he had attended to that duty,
will, for party or personal purposes, endeavor not to the constitutionality of the measure ; chaplain of lhe House, during the present and that the Governor was pleased to return bove ; Land Agency 8100,000; Duty on Com
to produce a different estimate of its merits. and he went into argument to prove that it session.
for answer that he would communicate tolhe missions, 83,000; Bank Tax, $39,000; Bank
Mr. Barrow of Louisiana followed Mr. was not unconstitutional. An exigency had
The Spiker announced the following, as Hous® forthwith, by written message.
Dividends, 81,000 ; State Taxes uf ’40 and ’41,
Bates. He went into an examination of the arisen which made it necessary, and this he lhe Standing Committees of the House:
The Secretary of State then came in and 8199,349 34, and County Taxes, on unincor
plan submitted to Congress, traversing very demonstrated.
Committee on Elections —Messrs. Dickinson presented a written message from the Gov porated places, 81)605 90. —In addition to
This measure was opposed by Mr. Davis of
much the same ground as had been gone
of
Prospect, Washburn of Orono,- Frye of ernor.
over by Messrs. Buchanan, Mangum, Cal Kentucky, Mr. Wise and others: and Mr. Bethel, Skillen of Cape Elizabeth, Dow of
The Message was then read by the Speaker. this, the claim on the General Government,
Wise moved a proviso to the effect that the
houn and Huntington.
Mr. Dunn of Poland, moved that the mes for North Eastern Boundary expenses, will
Buxton
and
Chapman
of
Nobleborough.
distribution act should be repealed and the
On Engrossed Bills — Messrs. Eastman of sage be laid on the table, and that twelve probably be received the present year, aIn the House, while petitions were in the proceeds of lhe sales of the public lands be
Wesley, Gilchrist of Thomaston, Page of Bel hundred copies be printed for the use of the mounting to 8209,000.
course of reception, Mr. Arnold of Tennes appropriated to the uses of the Treasury.
Legislature, under the direction of the Clerk ;
see rose to make a privileged motion. He
Mr. Fillmore deemed this amendment out grade, Simonton of Camden, Gray of Penob which was agreed to.
The Public Debt, on the 31st ult., is thus
moved to reconsider the motion of Mr. Ather of order, and made it a point of order, pend scot, Tucker of Norway and Hight of Athens.
stated:
On Finance — Messrs. Cogswell of Southton, yesterday, to amend Mr. Fillmore’s mo ing the consideration of which, the committee
$1,734,861 47
Saturday, Jan. 8. In the Senate, a joint Due on Loans,
Berwick, Allard of Frankfort, Patten of Bath,
tion of reference. He did this, he said, in or rose, and lhe House adjourned.
School Fund,
17,526 92
Pierce of Houlton, Swan of Gardner, Patten order from the House for the appointment of Indian Fund,
der to reply to Mr. Burke of N. H.; and forth
59,905 57
a
joint
select
committee
to
take
into
consider

of
Skowhegan
and
Todd
of
Portland.
with he set off’in a string of outrageous bil
Balances due on annual school
Friday, Jan. 7. In the House, several pe
On County Estimates—Messrs. Gibson of ation the expediency of the suspension of the
lingsgate against the New Hampshire mem titions were presented and received without
funds, rolls of accounts and
present
militia
law
and
the
revival
of
old
ber, calling him a descendant of Burke the objection, until at length Mr. Giddings of Brownfield, Note ot Lincoln, Thompson of
wheat bounty, not called for,
2,421 13
militia
laws,
or
any
parts
thereof,
was
passed
murderer, resurrectionist, etc. He was in Ohio offered one praying for a law to prevent Acton, Chandler of Farmington, Knowlton of
the midst of this disgraceful work when he the transportation of slaves coastwise in ves Liberty, Kellock of Masardis and Harding of in concurrence.
$1,814,715 09
was properly called to order. The point was sels of the United States. Mr. W. Cost John Union.
In the House, Mr. Dickerson of Prospect,
The resources of the State are set down at
On Bills in the Third Reading—Messrs. presented the remonstrance of’John Hilferiy,
mooted, and the Speaker thought, as the de son of Md. contended that this was not re
bate had taken so wide a range already, the ceivable.—After an excited and irregular de Dunn of Poland. Greene of Saco, Stevens of against the right of Jonathan Burr to a seat $671,367 33—not including one third of Mas
member might be indulged, although there bate, in which Messrs. Giddings, Wise, Ad- Thomaston, Baker of Hallowell, Atwood of in this House as representative from Brew sachusetts claim on the General Government.
was no doubt he was quite out of order.
. ams, W. Cost Johnson and Arnold participa Orrington, Lee of Bucksport and Morrison of er, accompanied by depositions ; which was
The ordinary expenses of t he Government,
An appeal was taken from this decision of ted, the Speaker decided that it could not be Livermore.
on his motion referred to lhe committee on for the current year, under existing laws, are
On Reave of Absence — Messrs. Foster of Elections.
the Chair. As soon as this was done, the received under the Rule.
estimated at $329,762 08.
confusion and irregularity which followed
Mr. Giddings contended that a part of lhe Freedom, Durrill of Vassalborough, Barrows
Mr. Bradbury of Calais called up the order
were almost unprecedented, even in that tur petition, praying for the protection of all per of Otisfield, Sergeant of Wells, Dunton of proposing the appointment of a committee
(U^We are obliged to omit, for want of
bulent and disorderly body.
sons “ constitutionally entitled to Freedom,” Concord, Mitchell of Weld and Bates of Fair- consisting of one from each county, to in room, a part of the synopsis of this Report,
Mr. Proffit, calling for the yeas and nays on was clearly receivable. The Speaker assent field.
quire into the expediency of suspending the
On Pay Roll—Messrs. Lermond of Hope, present militia law for 40 days. The motion which we had prepared for this day’s paper.
the appeal, said it would now be ascertained 1 ed. Mr. John Campbell of S. C. now moved
whether the House would deliberately sanc that the balance of the petition be not receiv Pike of Litchfield, Bragg of Andover, Hale of pending being on a reconsideration of its
We shall endeavor to furnish our readers
tion an overthrow of all order on that floor.
ed—or rather, that the question of reception be New Sharon, Ford of Jefferson, Blake of passage, which prevailed. The order was with abstracts of the Reports from the other
Mr. Arnold all this while kept on, talking laid on the table. On this proposition Air. Ad Harpswell and Carlton of Parkman.
then so modified, on motion of Mr. Bradbury
On Change oj Names — Messrs. Durrill of of Calais, as to direct the committee to en Departments of the State Government at an
about everything in the world, making per ams refused to vote, stigmatizing it as tricky
Vassalborough,
Wilson
of
York
and
Hinckley
sonal allusions, interlarding his remarks with and deceptive. Mr. Gordon of N. Y. attemptquire as to the expediency of suspending the early day.
that slang so peculiar to him ; and it was’ ed the same thing, but was at last persuaded of Topsham.
present militia law, or any part thereof for
Governor’s Message. This document
with the greatest difficulty that he could final to vote Aye. Mr. Adams did not vole. Aft
The Clerk reported that he had employed forty days, and reviving the old militia law
ly be induced to take his seat, and have the er a very discreditable and tumultuous wran Thomas C. Noble of Farmington, as his assis or any part thereof for that period—and as a- will be found on our first page. Many of its
question on the appeal taken.
suggestions are sound and will commend
gle, the vote was taken, and declared--Ayes tant.
mended, passed.
But others got up—a Mr. Smith and Mr. 104; Nays 86. So the motion to receive
The joint select committee to which was re
Mr. Atwood of Orrington, from the com themselves to lhe approval of the People.
Stanley came near having a wordy quarrel, was laid on the table.
ferred the returns of votes given for Governor, mittee to employ a Messenger, etc., reported As was to he expected, he.expresses views in
but this was checked in time—and divers
Mr. Giddings now offered another petition, in the several towns, cities and plantations in that they had contracted with Philip Philips reference to several political questions which
other irregular speeches being made, a mem praying that the People of the Free Slates be this State, at lhe last annual election, reported of Turner, to perform that duty, at a com
ber moved an adjournment, which motion relieved from all constitutional or other obli lhe state of the vote, as exhibited by the re pensation of $3 per day, he finding all neces are at variance with those entertained by
was carried, the House being perfectly dis gation to protect and defend Slavery.
turns made to the Secretary’s office to be as sary assistance. The Report was then ac the whig party, but still the message does
gusted with the whole scene.
not savor so strongly of ullruum. as? it flight,
Mr. Wise moved that the question of re follows:
cepted.
ception on this be laid on the table. After aMessage from the Senate concurring in the and we apprehend, in this particular, will dis
86,151
Whole number of votes,
row, this motion also prevailed : Ayes
43,076
proposition of the House for a convention appoint some of the political friends of the
Necessary to a choice,
Wednesday, Jan. 5. In the Senate, Mr. nother
t
47,354
this day at 11 o’clock, for the election of 7
John Fairfield has
Preston, from the Committee on Military Af 105 ; Noes 86.
Chief Magistrate.
Mr. G. Davis of Ky. now presented a peti
36,790
Councillors, and a Secretary of State.
Edward Kent
fairs reported a bill for the settlement of the
for the repeal of lhe Bankrupt Law.
1,662
Whereupon the Senate came in, and the
Jeremiah Curtis
claims of Maine for the services of her Mili- tion
1
Congress. In the Senate, on Monday
345
two Houses went into convention.
Scattering,
tia. He also requested the discharge of that Mr. Cravens of la. moved its reference to the1
Committee, with instructions to
last,
Mr. Evans, of this State, continued the
In
Convention,
a
committee
was
appointed
s
Committee from the further consideration of Judiciary
.
The report of lhe committee, declaring John
a bill repealing the Bankrupt Law. A Fairfield to have been duly elected Governor to receive, sort and count the votes for Sec-1 debate on the Exchequer plan, in a sound
the memorial of Mons. Gonon for an appropri- report
t
ation for the establishment of his system of Member moved an adjournment, and, being of Maine for the current political year, was retary of State ; who, having attended to this ; and argumentative speech. He declared
duty, reported as follows.
telegraphs between Washington and New involved in general confusion, the House accepted in concurrence.
himself a friend to a National Bank, but as
adjourned.
212
Whole number of votes,
York. The memorial was laid on the table. soon
i
Message from the Senate, informing the
this was not attainable at present, he advo
107
Necessary to a choice,
The debate was continued on the plan of
House of their readiness to meet in convention
Saturday, Jan. 8. In the House, the busi of the two Houses forthwith, in the Hall of
154
Philip C. Johnson has
Exchequer, by Mr. Morehead, who condemn
cated a trial of lhe scheme presented by the
55
Samuel P. Benson
ed it in tolo, contending that the people of the ness of yesterday was taken up, the question the House, for the purpose of qualifying the
Secretary. He thought it had been too much
3
Scattering,
West, if of no other parts of the Union, had before the House being on the motion ol Mr. Governor elect.
over-rated by the projectors of it and too
Chittenden
to
lay
on
the
table
the
motion
of
Philip
C.
Johnson,
having
received
a
ma

decided in favor of a U. States Bank, under
The Senate then came in and took seats on
jority of all the votes, was declared duly much depreciated by those who bad spoken
the beneficial operation of which, they would Mr. Cravens of la. to instruct the Committee the floor of the House.
elected Secretary of State for the current po of it as a means of inflicting much evil upon
be relieved from their present oppressive bur on the Judiciary to report a bill to repeal lhe
Bankrupt Law.
In Committee of lhe two Houses, the Presi litical year.
den for cartage or exchanges.
lhe country. For his own part, he thought
The question on laying on the table was dent of the Senate and the Speaker of the
A committee was appointed to receive, sori
Mr. Simmons thought the plan should be
and count the votes for Councillors. The it to be a system of mingled good and evil;
taken up and deliberately acted on, and might taken by Yeas and Nays and lost: Yeas 90, House in the Chair.
he so modified as to be beneficial to the suf Nays 114.
A message was sent to the Governor elect, Committee having attended to this duty, re- and, therefore, he was perfectly desirous of
The question then recurring on the previ to inform him that the two Houses were ported as follows:—
fering country, for whose relief they were
examining the matter, that the objects design
ous question, on the instructions.
212
assembled in convention for the purpose of
Whole number of voles,
bound to act.
ed might be secured in some safe and se
Messrs. Lane and Thompson of Missis qualifying him to enter upon the discharge of
107
Necessary to a choice,
cure way. He exhorted Senators each to
In the House, a personal explanation arose sippi, requested an opportunity of explaining his duties,
156
Gowen Wilson has
between Messrs. Proffit and Arnold, relating their votes, but were refused it, and the pre
surrender a little, in favor of some particular
The Governor elect, (attended by the ex
156
Dominions Jordan
to remarks of Mr. A.’s yesterday, in which vious question was demanded by the House Governor and Council, the heads of the Ex
155
Atwood Levensaler
scheme, and settle down upon some mode of
he had compared Mr. P. to a hungry mouse by Yeas 109; Nays 97.
Jonas Parlin
156
ecutive Departments, preceded by the Sheriff
financial relief.
on a trencher hunting crumbs. Mr. P. con
The House refused to adjourn : Yeas 38, of Kennebec,) subsequently came in—and
156
John Burnham
In the House, the Treasury Note Bill was
cluded that he would not condescend to no Nays 167.
157
Green lief White
the oaths of office were administered to him
tice any thing the gentleman might say now
Kir. Hunt asked leave to give the reasons by the President of the Senate. After which,
discussed through the day, but no question
156
John Stickney
or hereafter on the floor.
for his vote, but objection was made.
56
Increase S. Kimball
the Secretary of Slate made the usual procla
was taken.
Further conversation was broken off, and
The main question on instructing the Com mation. The Convention then separated and
56
David Dunlap
the order of the day, the question on the ap mittee was then carried: Yeas 115, Nays 94. the House adjourned.
The Jewels recovered. The valuable
56
Wm. Singer
peal taken by Mr. Bowne from the decision
Mr. Cave Johnson moved a reconsidera
56
Thomas Marshall
articles stolen recently from lhe Patent Office,
ol the chair, by which Mr. B.’s point of order tion of the vote, and on this called the previ
Elias Dudley
56
Friday, Jan. 7. In the Senate, the com
in Washington, have been recovered and re
was overruled and Mr. Arnold allowed to ous question. The motion was then rejected, mittee appointed to examine lhe returns of
56
Joseph H. Underwood
turned to the office in perfect order. They
proceed in his remarks Jn reply to Mr. Burke (as intended.)
56
Benjamin Bradford
votes for Senators, made a report thereon,
and Eastman, was taken up.
were found on board a schooner lying at one
The petition on the reference of which the which w’as accepted.
Scattering,
7
After a conversation of more than an hour instructions were moved, was then referred
Gowen Wilson, Dominions Jordan, At- of the wharves in Baltimore, in a large black
It appearing from this report, and from the
on this subject, the appeal was sustained by to the Committee on lhe Judiciary.
announcement of the death of Mr. Davee, wood Levansaler, Jonas Parlin, John Burn- leather trunk, which was put on board by
Yeas 67, Nays 89; and Mr. Arnold being thus
Mr. Marshall presented a petition from the that there existed vacancies in the 11th and ham, Greenlief White and John Stickney,
confined to the strict question before the Chamber of Commerce, and also from many 12th districts, a message was sent to the House, having received a majority of all the votes, some person unknown. The schooner was
House, withdrew his motion to reconsider citizens of Louisville, Ky. for the repeal of informing that body who were the constitu were severally declared elected as Council bound for Richmond, Va. whither probably
the vote on the Taaiff question and said he the Bankrupt Law ; which he moved to re tional candidates, and that the Senate was lors to advise the Governor in the Executive the thief has gone to await her arrival.
would write out and publish the speech he fer to the Committee on the Judiciary with ready forthwith to proceed to fill the vacan department of the Government for the c ur
intended to have made.
instructions to report a bill to repeal the cies. The Senate here went into Convention, rent political year.
For the Gazette.
Mr. Fillmore, in accordance with directions Bankrupt Law forthwith; and on this imme to fill the vacancies in its number.
The Convention then separated.
Kennebunk,
Jan. 14, 1842.
from the Committee of Waysand Means, of diately called the previous question.
Mr. Remich—Dear Sir,—For a few even
In the Hotts«, Mr. Atwood of Orrington,
which he is the able Chairman, reported a
Mr. Stanly appealed to him to strike out
Monday, Jan. 10. In the Senate, on ino- ings past 1 have attended the Astronomical
bill authorizing an issue of Treasury Notes to the word “ forthwith.” They had had enough from the Committee to employ a Messenger, tion of Mr. Kavanagh,
Lectures of the Rev. Mr. Springer. This
the amount of five millions of dollars—the of that in the New Jersey case. He hoped reported that they had contracted with Geo.
Ordered, That Messrs. Kavanagh, Otis, gentleman is known, in this State, and many
time for the issue of which to be terminated it would never be used by a Whig Congress. B. Starbird, Esq. of Hampden, to perform Smart, Bridgham and Eastman, be a Com
others, as one of our most scientific Lectur
as soon as the remainder of the twelve million
Mr. Marshall replied that this was a Loco that service, at a compensation of five dollars mittee, with such as the House may join, on ers. Nothing, in this day of deception, is
per day, including all necessary assistance. the subject of the North Eastern Boundary of
Joan is made negotiable.
Foco Congress.
more common, while men of knowledge and
The announcement of the bill caused a gen
After numerous questions of order, and The report was recommitted.
this State.
merit are kept out of sight, than for com
Mr. Bradbury of Calais offered the followeral burst of laughter throughout the hall, and great confusion,
On motion of Mr. Parris,
munity to be imposed upon by individuals
was immediately followed by a motion from
Mr. Irwin moved that the House adjourn— ing :
Ordered, That Messrs. Parris, Clough,
Mr. Stuart of Illinois, to lay it on the table ; which was lost, Yeas 38, Nays 158.
Ordered, That a Joint Committee be ap- Frye, Bennett, and Smith of Cumberland, be under the character of Lecturers on the dif
ferent departments of knowledge.—This vil
who, when Mr. Fillmore appealed to with
Further conversation arose, and Mr. Mar pointed, consisting of one from each county, a Committee, with such as the House may
draw the motion for a moment, and not thus shall modified his motion by striking out on the part of the House, with such as the join, to consider so much of the Governor’s lage, a few weeks since, was visited by a
summarily and without debate (the motion ♦ forthwith’and inserting‘Tuesday next?
Senate may join, to take into consideration Message as relates to the distribution of the Lecturer on Astronomy, who was, as I have
it expressed by competent judges,en
to lay on the table not being debateable) dis
The previous question having been order the expediency of suspending the Militia Law proceeds of the Public Lands among the heard
tirely unworthy of the public patronage, but;
pose of a bill brought forward in this exigen ed, and the Yeas and Nays having been call of this State, for the period of forty days— States.
who succeeded, by his importunities, in get
cy to save the nation from bankruptcy, de ed by Mr. Barnard on the main question, it which was adopted.
The President announced the following ting out a large audience. The public has
clined to withdraw the motion, saying that was carried, by Yeas 112, Nays 88.
Standing
Committees
of
the
Senate.
In Convention, a committee was appointed
been deceived so often that it knows not
all the Whig members of this House were
Thus the Committee on the Judiciary is in
On Engrossed Bills—Messrs. Ayer, Fair- whom to patronize. Mr. Springer’s Lec
committed against Treasury notes, and if this structed to report a bill on Tuesday next to to receive, sort and count the voles for Sena
tor, to fill lhe vacancy in the Eleventh Sen field, Humphrey, Smith of Somerset, Bod tures are so different from what we usubill were thus immediately disposed of, some repeal the Bankrupt Act.
atorial District, (occasioned by the death of well, Patterson, Clough, Smart, Somes, ally hear, that it is due to vhe commu
other measure of relief would sooner be
Mr. Gentry immediately moved a reconsid Hon. Thomas Davee,) Thomas S. Pullen and Goodwin, Stetson and Bridgham.
nity, as well as to. Mr. Springer himself, that
brought forward.
eration of this vote, which motion, under the
On Bills in the Second Reading—Messrs. this fact should be made known. I have
The yeas and nays were taken, and the previous question, which was moved by Mr. David Shepherd being the constitutional can
Burleigh, Otis, Bennett, Barnard of Franklin, heard many Lecturers on the above science,
didates.
House refused to lay the bill on the table, by Weller, was rejected.
omim of
oi Cumberland,
vumueiiuiiu, Kavanagh,
ivuvnimgn, Brown,
uruwu,
| have seen no one, as yet, whose manThe Committee having attended to this du Smith
veas 33, nays 163. The bill was then refer
Hanscom, Farnsworth, Frye, Elliot and East-1 ner of conveying truth, whose illustrations
ty, reported as follows:
red to the committee of the whole and order
man.
.
of Natural History, and of the sublime truths,
200
Whole number of votes,
Trial of the Rev. Mr. Van Zandt.
ed to be printed.
In the House, the Speaker announced the . of the Science of Astronomy, have been so,
101
Necessary to a choice,
An extract from the Rochester Evening Post
Joint Standing Committees on lhe part of the interesting and profitable to me, as those ot
Thomas S. Pullen has
_____ ______
____ 7several
_. __ gives the result of this trial for the seduction
134
Thursday
, Jan. 6. ......
In the Senate,
House. [We shall publish the list next the gentleman now lecturing here.
36
David Shepherd
“
petitions were presented against the post-j by Mr. Van Zandt of Miss Sophia Murdock,
week.J
4
2
Ex-Governor Vose “
poneinent of lhe bankrupt act.
1 Verdict for lhe plaintiff—damages $3,000.
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TEMPERANCE MEETINGS.
(E/53 A meeting of the “ Lyman Washing
ton Total Abstinence Society” will be held at
the new Baptist Meeting-House, in that town,
on Sunday (to-morrow) evening, January 16,
commencing at 6 o’clock. Address by* Mr.
James Larrabee of Kennebunk.
Jan. 15, 1842.

“/■ if»™» I ®ounty Commissioners
i
Accounts.

1^ Dec. 21 —To 10 miles travel and two
to Saco, and back, forty
days at an adjourned ses
the third day of January, in the year of
miles,
4 00
sion,
6 00 July 12'~^r° travel from Kittery to
our Lord eighteen hundred and forty-two
To Cash paid for assistance
by the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said County of York,
York, and examination of
and stationery,
Court:
2 00
.
To John Powers, Dr.
County Buildings,
3 00
ror
services
as
County
Commissioner*
N the petition of John Shaw, guardian
22—1 o five days viewing and
1841.
Tolal
>
$321
95
of Serene Emery, Theodore Emery,
locating a road in Lyman
JOHN POWERS.
April—To notifying Thomas Carll
Sally Ann Linscott and Jeremiah Linscott,
and Kennebunk port, on
of Hollis, and Benjamin C.
There will be a Temperance Mee ling, minors and children of Susan Linscott, late5
petition of Nathaniel Hill
County of York,
Libby of Limington, to
and othei-s,
at the Lauding School House, in this town, of Sanford, deceased, representing that it
15 00
meet the County Commis
To Thomas Carll, Dr.
on Thursday evening next, 20th inst., com would be for the benefit of said minors that
To one day making a plan,
3 00
sioners
of
Cumberl
’
d
Coun

I*
or
services
as
County
Commissioner
of
said
mencing at half past 6. Addresses may be all their interest in twenty-five acres of land
To travel, from my house,
County
:
ty,
at
Gorham,
to
view
a
expected.
near Springvale, in Sanford, bounded by land
and back, forty miles,
4 00
1841.
route from Gorham to Saco,
Kennebunk, Jan. 15.
of Enoch Lord and others, should be sold
28—To two days at Benjamin
May 13—To three days attendance,
in York County, on the
and the proceeds put out and secured to
Dudley’s, at “Goodwin’s
and twenty miles travel, on
petition of Jas. O. Donnell
them on interest—said minors’ right in said
Mills,” viewing a route, on
H Y M E N F. A L
and als.,
petition of James O. Don
premises being one fifth part in common and
6 00
petition of Benjamin Dud
May 13—To three days attendance
nell and als., for a highway
ley and others,
MARRIED—in Saco. 7th ult. Mr. Aaron VV. undivided with John T. Paine and others :
6 00
from Gorham to Saco,
and fifty-six miles travel to
ORDERED—That said petitioner give no
n oo
To travel, from my house
Watson of Portland, to Miss Meribah W. An
“
22
—
To
six
days
attendance,
Gorham village and back,
drews of S.
tice to all persons interested in said estate, by
to “ Goodwin’s Mills,” and
and twenty miles travel on
viewing a route from Gor
In Westbrook, Mr. William H. Hanson of Bid causing a copy of this order to be published
back, thirty-six miles,
3 60
ham to Saco, on the peti
an adjournment of the adeford. to Miss Mary W. Davis of W.
Aug. 18--To three days viewing a
m the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne
bove petition
In Wells, 4th inst. Mr. Henry Ackerman of bunk, in said county, three weeks successive
tion of Jas. O. Donnell and
20 00
route in Limington, on pe
als.,
Portsmouth, to Miss Olive Buzzell of W.
ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court to
14 60 “ 2/ — Io three days attendance
tition of C. J. Adams and
In Buxton, Mr. Stephen P.'Lane, of Hollis, to
“
22
—
To
fifty
six
miles
travel
to
and
thirty-six
miles
travel
others,
7 50
Miss F S. daughter of Mr. Joseph Hobson, all of be holder) al South Berwick,in said county,on
at
the
session
of
the
May
Gorham
and
back,
and
five
the first Monday in February next, at ten of
To travel, from my bouse
Buxton.
term,
A.
D.
1841,
days services, viewing the
12 80
and back, six miles,
In Danville, Mr. John Montellius, of Sanford, the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
60
June 19 Io 20 miles travel and
above route, and measur
26—I o two days attendance
to Miss Mary-Maria, daughter of Mr. James any they have, why the prayer of said petition
two days attendance on po
ing the traveled road, and
should not be granted.
Shaw, of D.
at an adjourned session at
hearing the parties, on ad
tion of Joshua Wakefield,
Alfred,
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
5 00
et
als.,
journment of the above,
A true copy—Attest,
20 60
8 00
To travel from my house,
OBITUARY.
July
2
—
To
twenty
miles
travel
and
“
—
To
ten
miles
travel
and
F
,„
J°«n Skeele, Register.
and back, forty miles,
4 00
three days attendance at
twelve days attendance,and
Di 1’33—in Kennebunk-port, 6(h inst. a childj Jan. 15.
Sept. ¡8—To four days viewing and
the
Session, ai
at mire«,
Alfred.
making plan, on adjourn
n May- KJcoenju,
of Rev. S. C. Gilbert, aged 2 mouths.
10 00
locating a road on petition
ment of petition of James
In Buxton, 23d ult Mr John Cresey, aged 93 At a Court of Probate holden at Al June 20—l o twenty-six miles travof Benjamin Dudley and
fred, within and for the County of
O. Donnell and als.,
years. He was one of the early settlers'of the
el to the dwelling-house of
others,
38 00)
10 00
town.
lork, on the first Monday of January, in the
Joshua Wakefield in Ken
u 22 Io twenty miles travel and
To
one day making a plan,
2 50
In Dover, N H. 6th inst. Miss Martha Cook,
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and for
nebunk, and back, and two
six days attendance, and
.To travel, from my house,
aged 24 years, daughter of widow Mary Cook,
ty-two, by the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge
days
viewing
a
road,
locat

making
report
on
petition
and back, thirty-six miles,
formerly of Newfield.
3 60
of said Court :
6
of Nathanel Hill and als.,
ed in Kennebunk, on a
20 00i Oct. 2 1 o six days viewing and lo
In Augusta, Mr. David Bodwell, aged 32 years.
the petition of Luther Coding,
“ 27—To 20 miles travel and two
motion for discontinuance
cating a road at SouthIn Biddeford. 4th inst. Obediah Emery, son of
guardian of Temple Wood, of Acton
of said road—and hearing
days attendance, on peti
Berwick village, on petition
Capt. Samuel Emery, aged 19 yrs and 10 inths.
the parties,
tion of Benjamin Dudley
8 60
In Eliot, 25th ult. Mr. William D. M. Rogers in said county, a spendthrift, representing’
of Theodore F. Jewett and
and als.,
“ 26 To thirty-eight miles trav
aged 34 years. Mr. Joshua Pike, aged 51 years that the personal estate of said Wood is not
others,
8 00
]5 00
sufficient to pay his just debts and charges of
Aug. 18—To thirty miles travel and
el to Saco and back, and
—formerly of Portsmouth.
To travel, from my house,
in York, 3d ult. Mrs. Mary Shaw, aged 79 guardianship, by the sum of three hundred
five days services, viewing,
three days attendance on
and back, 84 miles,
8 40
years, widow of Mr. Abraham Shaw.
dollars : and that by a partial sale of said es
and hearing the parties, on
petition of Clement J. Ad
“ 5—To two days at Wells, on
In Saco, widow Eliza Jacobs.
tate, the residue would be greatly injured
ams and als.,
the petition of James O.
10
50
petition
of
Samuel
Lord
In York, Scotland Parish, Dec. 28,1841, Mrs. and praying for a license to sell and convey
Donnell and others, for a
“ 24—To thirty-two miles travel
imd als.,
5 00
Betsey Smith, aged 53 years.
the whole of said real estate :
road from Gorham to Saco,
and two days attendance,
18 80
To travel from my house
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
“ 30—To fifty miles travel to the
on an adjourned session of
and back, seventy miles,
7 00
the May term,
tice thereof to all persons interested in said es
dwelling house of John An
8 20
“ 12—To one day at “ Bar Mills,”
SHIP NEWS
tate, by causinga copy of this order to be pub
feept. 18—To four days viewing and
drews, Esq. in Saco, and
and twenty miles travel, on
lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
back, and three days servi
locating a road on petition
■ KENNEBUNK,'JAN. 15, 1842.
petition of Nath’l J. Miller
Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc
ces, locating the above
of Benjamin Dudley and
(
and others,
4 50
arrived.
als.,
mentioned road,
cessively that they may appear at a Probate
14 00
10 00 “ 16—To five days at Alfred, Oct.
Jan. 10—Sch. Flora, Jenkins, of Plymouth, Court to be holden at South Berwick, in said
To
one
day
writing
a
re

To
travel
from
my
house
term,
from Boston.
12 50
turn of said road,
county, on the first Monday in February next
and back, twenty miles,
2 00
3 00
To travel, from my house,
12—Sch. Martha, Crediford, Boston.
July 12—To travel from Kittery to
Oct. 2—To six days viewing and lo
at
ten
of
the
clock
in
the
forenoon,
and
shew
’
and back, forty miles,
4 00
SAILED.
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
cating a road on petition of
York, and back, and exam
Nov. 5—To four days at Bar Mills,
Jan. 5—Sch Ocean, Oakes, Boston.
said petition should not be granted.
Theo. F. Jewett and als.,
ining the County Buildings
on adjournment, and twen
memoranda.
at York,
Attest, John Skeele, Register
To travel from my house
ty miles travel,
4 00
Adv. at New Orleans, 30th ult. ship Riga,
12 00
A true copy,—Attest,
and back 80 miles,
“ 24—To 28 miles travel to the
8 00
“ 17—To three days at Berwick,
Williams, for Boston, wanting 450 bales.
J
ohn Skeele, Register.
To
one
day
making
plan,
dwelling-house
of
Nathan

At Savannah, 31st ult. ship Oakland, for Liv
Great Falls, on petition of
Jan. Io.
“3w
etc:,
erpool.
iel Hill in Lyman, and
2 50
Timothy Hilliard and als.,
“ 7—To one day on petition of
back, and five days servi
Sid from Newport,8th, barque Finland,Means,
viewing and hearing par
New York.
’
’ At a Court of Probate, held at Alfred
Samuel Lord and als.,
ces, viewing, hearing the
ties,
2 50
7 50
within and for the County of York, on
[Barque Finland, reported as sailed on Satur
To travel from my house
parties and locating a road
To travel, eighty miles,
8 00
day. got under way from the Point anchorage, at
the third day of January, in the year of
and back, fifty miles,
in Lyman and Kennebunk
5 00 “ 20—To three days at Bar Mills,
8 am. with nothing but head sail set, and in pass
our Lord eighteen hundred and forty-two.
“ 16—To five days at the Oct.
port, on the petition of Na
on adjournment, and travel,
ing the head of Goat Island pier, grounded and
Court H°n' WM'
HAYES> Jud^ °fsaid
term,
thaniel Hill and others,
12 50
twenty miles,
17 80
lay till 5 pm. when, the tide two thirds flood, she
9 50
“
27
—
To
26
miles
travel
to
the
To
travel
from
my
house,
“ 24—To three days at “Good
was got off and sailed again on Sunday, 4 pm. INCREASE S. KIMBALL,named execuand
back,
36
miles,
dwelling-house
of
Benja

3 60
win’s Mills,” on petition of
On the bank where the F. grounded, there is 13A
(i 20 Po one day and eight miles
min Dudley in Lyman,and
feet of water at low tide—the F. draws 17 feet.] < tor in a certain instrument purporting to
Francis Warren and als.—
be
the
last
will
and
testament
of
Ebenezer
back, and two days viewing
travel, on petition of Nath’l
Adv. at New Orleans, 31st ult. barque Nimrod,
travel thirty-six miles,
11 10
J. Miller and als.,
road in Lyman and BiddeChadbourne, for Boston, greater part of carao Kicker, Jr., late of Lebanon, in said county
3 30
<( 27—To two days at Goodwin’s
deceased, having presented the same for pro
engaged.
Nov. 2—To four days and eight
foid on the petition of Ben
Mills, on adjournment, and
1
At Havana, Dec. 25, brig Lima, Nason, for ft bate :
miles travel, on an adjourn
jamin Dudley and others,
8 60
travel, thirty-six miles,
8 60
or charter.
ORDERED—That the said executor give Aug. 18—To 50 miles travel to the
ment of the petition of Na
Dec. 3—To five days attendance at
At Matanzas, 25th ult. brig Havana, Gillpat- notice to all persons interested, by causing a
thaniel
J.
Miller
and
als.,
dwelling-house of Isaac H.
10 80
Wells, viewing and locat
nck, waiting freight.
copy of this order to be published three weeks
“ 27—To six days and twelve
Libby in Limington, and
ing a road on petition of
At Havana, 31st ult. ship York, Morrill, dis’g. successively, in the Kennebunk Gazette,
miles travel on petition of
back, and three days view
Thos. Hobbs and others,
12 50
printed at Kennebunk, that they mav ap
Francis Warren and als.,
ing, and hearing the parlies,
16 20
Travel seventy miles,
7 00
Dec. 3—To five days and sixty miles
on a road in Limington and
At a Court, of Probate, held at Alfred, pear at a Probate Court to be held at South“ 8—To three days in Buxto-n
Berwick,
in
said
county,
on
the
first
Mon

travel
on
the
petition
of
Limerick,
on
the
petition
and Hollis, locating a road,
within and for. the County of York, on the
of February next, at ten of the clock
Thomas Hobbs and als.,
of Clement J. Adams and
18 50
first Monday in January, in the year of day
on adjournment—travel 20
in
the
forenoon,
and
shew
cause,
if
any
they
others,
<£
7
—
To
two
days
and
eight
miles
miles
12 50
our Lord eighteen hundred and forty two, have, why the said instrument should not be
9 50
To
half
a
day
writing
a
re

travel
on
an
adjournment
of
“ II —To two days in Hollis and
by the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said proved, approved and allowed as the last
port
on
the
same,
the petition of Nathaniel J.
1 25
Court :
Biddeford, locating a road,
will and testament of the said deceased.
Miller and als.,
24—To 10 miles travel and two
5 80
on adjournment—travel 36
ATHAN D. APPLETON, guardian of
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
“ 8—To one day and 20 miles
days services at an adjourn
miles,
Clement M. Farnum, Lucretia H. Far8 60
A true copy—Attest,
travel, on petition of Fran
ment of the May term of
“
18
—
To five days viewing and
num and Oliver Farnum, minor children of
John Skeele, Register.
cis
Warren
and
als.,
the
Court
of
County
Com

4 50
locating, on adjournment of
Jonathan Farnum, late of Alfred, in said
Jan. 15.
3VV
I1JIO0IUHC1 », ui
“ 11—To three days and twelve
missioners,
at zYiireoAlfred,
6 00
petition of Timo. Hilliard
county, deceased, having presented his third
Sept.
18
—
To
four
days
viewing
and
miles
travel,
on
an
adjourn

and others,
account of guardianship of said minors for
12 50
At
a
Court
of
Probate,
held
at
Alfred
locating a road from Hollis
ment of petition of Francis
allowan ce:
Travel eighty miles,
8 00
Warren
and
als.,
to
Biddeford,
on
adjourn

f°
r
lhe
Count
y
°f
rork,
on
8
70
To
one
day
making
plan
of
ORDERED—That the said guardian
ment,
‘
*
18
—
To
fiye
days
and
eighty
the
third
day
of
January,
in
lhe
year
of
10
00
road, on petition of Nath’l
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
miles travel, on an adjourn
To thirty miles travel to
our Lord eighteen hundred and forty two,
J. Miller and others,
ing acopy of this order to be published, three
2 50
Biddeford,
and
back,
ment
of
the
petition
of
by
lhe
Hon.
WM.
A.
HA
YES,
Judge
of
said
3 00
“ 21—To two days at Alfred, at
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
Court:
To
one
day
making
a
re

Timothy
Hilliard
and
als.,
20 50
adjourned session,
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
5 00
port of the above road,
“ 21—To two days and thirtyN the petition of Abtal Hall, guardian
2 50
Travel forty miles,
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be,
4 00
Oct.
2
—
To
30
miles
travel
to
South
six
miles
travel,
on
an
ad

of Mary E. Sayward, Rufus S. SayStationery,
held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the
75
Berwick and back, and six
journment of the Oct. ses
ward and Julia A. Sayward—and Nathan
first Monday of April next, at ten of the
sion,
days
viewing,
hearing
the
D.
A
ppleton
,
guardian
of
John
Henry
Say8
60
Total,
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
$346 25
Cauhypaid for assistance in
parties, and locating a road
they have, why the same should not be al ward and Abial H. Sayward—all minor chil
B EN J A M IN C. LI B BY.
locating
road
from
Blackberry
Hill,
in
of
Rufus
Sayward,
late
of
Alfred,
de

dren
2
00
lowed.
Cash paid for stationery,
Berwick, to South Ber
ceased, representing that their said wards are
1 00 At a Court of Probate held at Alfred
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
wick village,
seized and possessed of the real estate here
18 00
A true copy,—Attest,
within andfor the County of York,on the third
Total,
To one day writing a re
inafter named ; and that it would be for the
$297 50
John Skeele, Register.
day of January, in the year of our Lord
port
of
said
road,
benefit of said minors that their interest in
Jan. 15.
3w
THOMAS CARLL.
2 50
eighteen hundred and forty two, by the Hon
5
—To twenty miles travel to
said real estate should be sold and lhe pro
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
Wells and back, and two
ceeds put out and secured to them on inter
County of York,
OSES BUI LER, 2d, named executor
days attendance, on the pe
est ; and praying for a license to sell the
in a certain instrument purporting to
To Benjamin C. Libby, Dr.
BUSH. Yellow Flat Corn, for sale same-said estate being described as follows •
tition of Samuel Lord and
For services rendered as County Commission
be the last will and testament of Nathaniel
by the subscribers.
oihers, for a road from San
The Farm, in Alfred, on which Daniel
er for said County:
Butlei, late of Sanford, in said county, de
D. & S. WARD.
ford to Wells,
Feiguson now lives, containing one hundred
7 00 1841.
ceased,
having presented the same for pro
Kennebunk-port, Jan. 12.
¡acres, more or less, with the buildings there “ 16—To five days at the regu
bate :
1
May 13—To travel, from my house
lar session, at Alfred,
on, bounded by land of John Holmes, Wil
12 50
in Liinington, and hack, to
ORDERED
—
That
the
said
executor
give
To travel ten miles,
iam C. Allen and others ;—Also a tract of
1 00
Gorham village, 30 miles,
notice to all persons interested, by catisih" a
u 28—To 44 miles travel and one
HOHOSE indebted to the subscriber for and in Alfred village, near the Court House
on petition of James O.
copy of this order to be published three
day’s services on the peti
Newspapers, who prefer paying Wood bounded by land of Daniel Whitten and oth
Donnell and als., fora high
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
tion of N. J. Miller and
to Cash, are requested to haul it in the course ers and by the road leading from the Court
way from Gorham village
zette, piinted at Kennebunk, that they may
of a few weeks. Those who have promised House to Lyman Littlefield’s mill, containing
others, for a road in Hollis
to Saco village,
3 00 appear at a Probate Court to be held at South
and Buxton,
to pay Wood and Country Produce, and neg two and a quarter acres, more or less*
6 90
Berwick, in said county,on the first Monday of
To
three days viewing the
lect this cal), will be required to pay Cash
ORDERED—That said petitioners give Nov. 2—To four days services and
above route,
9 00 February next, at ten of the clock in the fore
without delay.
JAMES K. REMICH.
forty-four miles travel on
notice thereof to all persons interested,by caus
22—To travel, from my house
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
the same,
Kennebunk, Jan. 15,1842.
ing a copy ofthis order to be published in the
14 40
the said instrurnent should not be proved, ap
in Limington, and back, to
Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne w 17—To 32 miles travel and
Thomas Carter’s, in Scar
proved and allowed, as the last will and test
three
days,
on
the
petition
bunk, three weeks successively, that they
ament of the said deceased.
borough, forty miles, on ad
of Timothy Hilliard and
may appear at a Probate Court to be held
journment of the above pe
Attest, John Skeele, Register,
S. L. OSBORN
others,
at South Berwick, in said county, on the
10 70
A true copy,—Attest,
tition,
4 00
“ 20—to 44 miles travel and three
AS returned from Boston with a large first Monday in February next, at ten oi
T
Skeele, Register,
To six days attendance on
days on the petition of N.
Jan. 15.
3w
Stock of Goods, probably the last he the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause ¡f
the same.
18 00
will purchase until he can close his business. any they have, why the prayer of said petition
J. Miller and others,
1190
27—-To travel, from my house
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred,
45 24—To 26 miles travel to Ly
He has been in trade upwards of twenty-five should not be granted.
in Limington, and back, to
man, and back, and three
years, and now feels disposed to sell his
within and for the County of York, on the
Attest,—John Skeele, Register.
Alfred,
to attend the regu
A true copy—Attest,
days, on the petition of
Goods at a small profit, till July, when he
third day of January, in the year of our Lord
lar session, forty miles,
4
00
intends offering his stand at Auction, unless
Francis Warren and others,
eighteen hundred and forty two, by the Hon
Jan. 15.
J°1"' SkMLE’ Re^er'
To three days attendance,
9
00
for a road from Lyman to
previously disposed of al private sale. A rare
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
June 19—To two days attendance at
Saco,
chance is now presented for an industrious
rpilOMAS M. WENTWORTH, named
10 10
John L. Taylor’s in Lyman,
11 27—To 26 miles travel and two
person to locate himself in a good situation
A executor in a certain instrument pur
viewing the location of a
on very reasonable terms.
days services on the same,
porting to be the last will and testament of
7
60
road
on
petition
of
Joshua
All persons indebted are requested to A LL persons having unsettled accounts Dec. 3—To 20 miles travel to Wells,
Thomas M. Wentworth, late of Lebanon, in
Wakefield and als., for in
with the subscribers, of more than six
call soon to settle and pay if they can.
and back, and five days on
said county, esquire, deceased, having precrease of damages,
months
standing,
are
requested
to
make
im

6
00
Kennebunk, Jan. 15.
3W
. sented the same for probate :
°
the petition of Thomas
To travel, from my house,
mediate payment.
D. & S. WARD
I ORDERED—That the said executor give
Hobbs and others, for a
and back, forty miles,
Kennebunk-port, Jan. 1.
4
00
road from Sanford to Wells,
notice to all persons interested, by caus
14 50 u 2(3—To five days at Saco, on
8—To three days and fortying a copy of this order to be published three
adjournment of the petition
■jW/g’AY be found, at the store of the subfour miles travel on petition
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga1VJL scriber,
of James O. Donnell and
of N. J. Miller and others,
zette> Pr,nted at Kennebunk, that they may
1190
others,
viewing
a
route,
SO
QUINTALS
Pollock
Fish,
just
receiv

LADIES’ HIGH & HALF GAITERS,
11—To 30 miles travel to Bid
I appear nt a Probate Court to be held at
ed and for sale, by
Tq ope day making copy of
(Black and light colored.]
deford, and back, and three
3 90 1
Berwick> in said county, on the first
adjudication,
„
, ,
JAMES LORD.
—Also—
days,on the petition of Fran
°, Monday of February next,
ten of the
Kennebunk,
Jan.
8.
To
travel,
from
my
house,
FUR-LINED KID SHOES.
cis Warren and others,
4 00 c^oek 1,1 tke Denoon, and shew cause, if
10 50
and back, forty miles,
<<
16—To three days and 32 miles
any they have,why the said instrument should
Boots and Shoes made to order,
July 2—To four days locating, on
travel, on petition of Timo
and warranted. All kinds of repairs, done in
not be proved, approved and allowed as the
adjournment, the Gorham
thy Hilliard and others,
last will and testament of the said deceased.
his line, promptly attended to and neatly exe
10 70
and Saco road, from York
KBS. just received—by
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
To writing report on pe
cuted.
CHARLES HERRICK.
XOVV
JOSEPH CURTIS & Co.
county line to Saco MeetA true copy,—Attest,
tition of N. J. Miller and
Kennebunk, Jan. 1§.
3vy
ing-House,
Kennebunk, Jan, 8.
12
00
others.
John Skeele, Register.
3 50
To travel, from my bouse
Jan. 15,
3w

O
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M

Wood Wanted.

A Card"

H

jNotice*

Take Notice-

Pollock Fish.

1

Sole Xieather*

Brandretlrs Pills.
VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
POETRÏ.
proved by the experience of thousands to
factory.
m
I
HE
VEGETABLE
PULMONARY
BAL

Remaining in the Post Office, Kennebunk,
HE subscriber Continues to manufacture 1 russesot
be, when properly persevered with, a certain
SAM
is
believed
to
be
deservedly
the
most
every description, at bis residence, at the olu stand ,
cure in every form of the Only One Disease,
[From the Democratic Review.]
Dec. 31, 1841.
popular
Medicine
ever known in •*"
America,
opposite 264, No. 305, Washington St., Boston, (enpop*uiar
inouiu.i.c
------ mfor all having the same origin, and invariably arise
ABC 1) E F G
‘ ]ds
i , asthma
ij-__ O
zxfr vxhfhiein.
p.nnsnmntlOD,
trance in Temple Avenue-up stairs.) All indmdu- I £ JUgiJS,
h co
phthisic,
consumption
A D RE A M .
LUiua,
-I-----------'
rv
A* *
C
■O BOURNE, Thomas Bell, Isaac But- als can see him alone, at any time at the above place. whooping
.
o.u.—.ff.nhAn«
cough, and Pulmonary
affections nf
of from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease,
namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula
BY WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT.
Having had twenty years’experience, he has attoid- ev * ki"d>
O® land, Joshua Buzzell, Elder Wesley
tion of the BLOOD.
Burnham,
Samuel
Baker,
Clerk
of
the
Bap

The'vegetable
ed
relief
to
three
thousand
persons
f>r
the
>
last
me
Vegetable
Pulmonary
Balsam
has
been
1 had a dream—a strange, wild dream—
i
In a period of little more than three years in
years. All may restassured of'relief who call an J
extensively used for about twelve years;
tist
Church,
Cornelius
Brady,
Julia
N.
A.
Said a dear voice at early light;
'
the United States, they have restored to a state of
y reputation hhas bbeen
n constantly
increasing.
an/its
constantly
increasing,
Burnham, — Jeremiah Cousens, Elizabeth Trusses of his manufacture. He is now confide he ve
has this .¿de beccne health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED
And even yet its shadows seem
(Cheney, John Conner, James Crosborn,—
THOUSAND persons, who were given over as
[Lj me pumic aie iduu
&
f
hfl Pnn
s dered as
that
it
may
now
be
considered
as aa standard
standard artiarti incurable by physicians of the first rank and
To linger in my waking sight.
William Dealy, Joiham Day, John Day, Jo quacks
who promise what they cannot perform.
cle
in
a
large
part
of
the
United
States
and
Brit

Having
worn
the
different
kinds
of
Trusses,
more
or
seph Dormand, Charles Day,—Irene Farstanding, and in many cases when every other
Earth, green with spring, and fresh with dew,
num, James Fitzgerald,—Mrs. Alice Gillpat- less, that have been offered to the public for the as ish Provinces. Many families keep it constantly remedy had been resorted to in vain.
twenty years, from different patent manufactories, and by them, considering it the most safe as well as
And bright with morn, before me stood ;
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it
rick, Samuel J. Goodwin.
now continues to wear those of his own manufacture,’’ certain remedy for the above complaints. The
And airs just wakened softly blew
be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or
H I J K L M
he is now able to decide, after examining the rupture,
that Proprietors have received, and are receiving pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu
On the young blossoms of the wood.
Mr. Hobbs, James B. Hill, John Hasty, what sort of Truss is best to adapt to all the cases twill
p' J numerous recommendations from many of our
j
Phvsicians* who make use of it in their prac- tional or from some immediate cause, whethej
Miss Susan P. Hauscomb, Jonathan Hobbs,— occur ; and he has on hand as good Trusses,
Birds sang within the sprouting shade,
it be from internal or external injury, it will be
Mr. Ingalls,—Nathaniel J. Jackson,—Samuel
by persevering in the use of these Pills,
Bees hummed amid the whispering grass,
Kimball, Miss Hannah Kirnhall,—Ebenezer ...enl! il il does not soil, can exchange until they are well Liven Uieir testimony in favor of his article are cured
This great principle of “PURGING” in
And children prattled as they played
here subjoined, and for a more full account see sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is
Littlefield, 3, Charles E. Lord, Miss Eliza suited, without additional charge.
Lord, John Lord, William Lord, Samuel Lit J. F. F. manufactures as many as twenty f’l‘Leren(t the envelope to the bottle,
Beside the rivulet’s dimpling glass.
found much more convenient to take an occa
.
TT
c — ..«i Merrill
'
tlefield, Joseph Miller, Mrs. Jerusha Mitchell. kinds of Trusses, among which are all the aitierent I Doct. Amory
Hunting., Doct. Samuel Morrill, sional
dose of half a dozen Pills, and be always
kinds similar to those that the late Mr. John Beath, of 1
Fast climbed the sun—the flowers were flown,
“ Timothy Baylies, !well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled,
N O P Q R S
u
Truman
Abell,
this city, formerly made, and all others adveitised in
£I Jere. Ellsworth,
There played no children in the glen;
“ Thomas Brown,
David O. Grady,—P. G. Perkins, 3, Nathan Boston, together with the patent elastic spring 1 russ,
blistered, and salivated —with the certainty that
“ Albert Guild.
“ William Perry,
if you aré not killed, you will be sure to have
with spring pads; Trusses without steel spiings
For some were gone, and some were grown
Preston, Mrs. Sarah Peabody,— Win. Ross,
these
give
relief
in
all
cases
of
rupture,
and
a
large
AN
INTERESTING
CASE.
months of miserable weakness, and the only one
Jeremiah Smith, John Summers, Warren C
To blooming dames and bearded men.
portion
produce
a
perfect
cure
—
they
can
be
worn
day
Spaulding, Mrs. Hannah P. Stone, James B‘ and night ; improved hinge and pivot I russ ; umbili Extract of a letter from Mr. C. S. Clay, Kingston, who is benefitted is your Doctor. Look at the
Ulster
County,
N.
Y.,
to
the
proprietors
:
difference between the appearance of those two
’T was noon, ’t was summer—1 beheld
Sawyer.
cal spring Trusses, made in four different ways ; 1 fus
Yours of the 9lh inst. was duly received. A
Woods darkening in the flush of day,
T U V W X Y Z
ses with ball and socket joints; '1 russes tor riolap- remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable persons—one has been treated by your regular
—see how pale and debilitated he
Jacob Towne. Jr., Joseph Taylor, George sus Ant, by wearing which persons troubled with iPulmonary Balsam, in the Winter and Spring ot practitioner
And that bright rivulet spread and swelled,
is, see how the shadow of death throws his
a
descent
of
the
rectum
can
ride
on
horseback
with
|
Towne, Samuel Towne, John Taylor,—Wm. perfect ease and safety. Mr. Foster, also makes 1835.
A mighty stream, with creek and bay.
The person, Mr. Moody, had been stek a solitary glance from his emaciated countenance,
Woods, Miss Clara Webber, Miss Hannah Trusses for Prolapsus. Uteri, which have answered loner
time with the consumption. His physician s^e how'he trembles in every limb ; bueyes
j
And here was love, and there was strife,
Wilson, Nathan Wells, Betsey P. Wakefield, in cases where pessaries have tailed. Suspensor}’ had
j ”oiven him up. He was reduced so levy as to sunk ; his teeth destroyed—his constitution,
Trusses, knee caps and back-boards are always be unable to help himself, and was raising a perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how
And mirthful shouts and wrathful cries,
—Thomas Young.
64 Letters.
kept on hand. As a matter of convenience, and not ot lartre quantity of blood, when he commenced the Doctor arrogates to himself credit. He
SAM’L MENDUM,P. M.
And strong men struggling as for life,
speculation, the undersigned will keep on hand the fol usina the Balsam, which effected a complete cure says, “ most inveterate case of Liver com
With knotted limbs and angry eyes.
lowing kinds from other manufactories, which they can 'and he is now as hale and hearty as ever he was. plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme
have if his does not suit them ; after a fair trial, they iMr. Moody has removed from this town, but he
dies saved him.”
Energetic measures! i. e
Now stooped the sun—the shades grew thin ;
can exchange for any of them : —Dr. Hull s; Read s
Remaining in the Post Office, Kennebunk-port, spiral
Truss; Rundell’s do.; Salmon’s ball and socket ; has promised me a more detailed account of his Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution,
The rustling paths were piled with leaves ;
Jan. Isf, J 842.
better say.—So to save life you must half poison
Sherman’s patent; French do.; Marsh’s improved case, which 1 will forward you. C. S. CLAY.
And sun-burnt groups were gathering in,
B C D
Truss ; Bateman’s do., double and single ; atone s
with that comforter of the teeth and gums—
Kingston, N. Y. June 25, 1838.
Argyle, Nova Scotia.
From the shorn field, its fruits and sheaves.
MERCURA—and positively make a man mis
ILLIAM BILLNAPP, Martin Byrne, Trusses ; —also,Trusses for children, of all sizes.
Any
kind
of
Trusses
repaired
al
short
notice,
and
In the winter of 1837 and 1838, I was seized erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is
Jr., Wesley Burnham, William Bur
made
as
good
as
when
new.
.
-n
The river heaved with sullen sounds ;
with a violent cough which continued two or called curing. Shocking folly !
bank, Chase Boothby,—Hannah Chick, Na

fTpLadies
wishing for any of these instruments, will
The chilly wind was sad with moans;
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—the
than Cook,—Charles Day, 2, George W. Da be waited upon by Mis. Foster, al the above place. three months. My cough was so severe that I
Black hearses passed, and burial-grounds
Mrs. F. has been engaged in the above business tor was obliged to sit up in bed two or three hours man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver
vis.
during the night, and 1 was much reduced in Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of
ten vears.
.
,
, ,
Grew thick with monumental stones.
E F G H L
The subscriber makes and keeps on hand steeled flesh and strength and my appetite gone. One conscious strength, his countenance is clear
Charles H. Emerson,—Samuel Fisher,— shoes,
for deformed and crooked feet, and is doing this of my neighbors had a bottle of the Vegetable and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with
Still waned the day ; the wind that chased
Theodore Green,—Jonathan Hobbs, Sarah every week for children and infants, in this city, and Pulmonary Balsam, which he would not sell. the feeling of new life and animation ; he has
The jagged clouds blew chiller yet;
Hanskutn, William Huff, Jr.,—Sally Lewis, from out of the city. Specimens of his workmanship He however loaned it to me till I could procure- been confined a few days to his bed, but he us
The woods were stripped, the fields were waste, Joshua S. Lunt, Clement Littlefield, 2.
may be seen at the manufactory.
him another. I experienced immediate relief ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and
He likewise informs individuals he will not make from it. The first opportunity I had I procured soon rose without any injury being sustained
M P R S W
The wintry sun was near its set.
complaints known to any one, except when he is
C. C. Munger,—Mr. E. Perkins, 2, Moses their
permitted to refer to them—it being a misfortune, and more of it, and to the use of it I ascribe the pres by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in
And of the young, and strong, and fair,
ervation of my life.
JAMES W. LENOX.
a weak state he will be stronger, after he has
Palmer,—Orren Ross,—Thomas Stetson, 2, voung persons do not want their case’?kn2wn.
entirely recovered the attack '. because his
Dec. 17, 1838.
JAMES FREDERICK FO&TER.
A lonely remnant, gray and weak,
Elizabeth Smith, Hannah F. Smith,— Lydia "
blood and fluids have become purified, and hav
Boston, March, 1841.
S. Woolney, William Wildes. [31 Letters.
Lingered, and shivered to the air
COUNTERFEITS. BEWARE OF IMPOSITION I
ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the
SILAS MOODY, P.M.
Of that bleak shore and water bleak.
Certificate from Dr. Warren.
Each genuine bottle is enclosed in a blue solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne
Boston, Jan. 7, 1835.
wrapper,
on which is a label, signed by Sampson down by useless particles, but has renewed his
Ah ! age is drear, and death is cold !
Having had occasion to observe, that some persons; Reed. NONE OTHER CAN BE GENU- life and body both.
I turned to thee, for thou wert near,
with Hernia have suffered much from the
The principle of purging with Brandreth s
UST RECEIVED and for sale LOW by afflicted
want
of a skilful workman in accommodating Trusses
And saw thee withered, bowed and old,
[CFThe outside Yellow Label will have, on
J. CURTIS &l Co.
to the peculiarities of their cases, I have taken pains to. and after December 1839, in addition to that of Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de
particles from the body,—the morbid and
And woke, all faint with sudden fear.
inform myself of the competency of Mr. J. F. Foster to. Sampson Reed, the signature of Wm. John Cut- cayed
Kennebunk, Dec. 25, 1841.
(corrupt humors of the blood ; those humors
supply the deficiency occasioned by the death of Mr.
’T was thus I heard the dreamer say,
which cause disease—they impede the func
Beath After some months of observation of his work,> ler, one of his partners.
The great celebrity of the Vegetable Pulrno- tions of the liver when they settle upon that
I am satisfied that Mr. Foster is well acquainted with1
And bade her clear her clouded brow;
ripHE subscriber would respectfully inform the manufacture of these instruments, and ingenious tn1 nary Balsam has been the cause for attempts to organ, and which, when they settle upon the
For thou and I, since childhood’s day,
I
the inhabitants of this town and vicin accommodating them to the variety of cases which oc introduce spurious articles, which by partially muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the
1 feel mvself called upon to recommend him to’ assuming the name of the genuine, are calcula
Have walked in such a dieam till now.
ity, that he has removed his Goods, and has cur.
my professional brethren, and to the public, as a per ted to mislead and deceive the public. Among nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs,pro
taken
a
stand
in
the
store
belonging
to
H
or

son well fitted to supply their wants in regard to these these mixtures are the “ American Pulmonary duce consumption ; or. upon the intestines, cos
“ Watch we its shadows as they fly,
tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
ace Porter, Esq., opposite the “Mousam important articles.
John C. Warren.
And wait the morn that soon must break,
Balsam,” “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsamic Syr sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
House,” and has on hand a good assortment of
And mark, with calm undreading eye,
1 hereby certify that 1 have, for several years past, up,” “ Pulmonary Balsam,” “ Carter’s Com of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
WEST-INDIA AND ENGLISH GOODS, been
in the use of Mr. Foster’s Truss for Inguinal Her pound Pulmonary Balsam,” and others, rur- all who behold them.
The vision’s meaning, till we wake.”
which he will sell at reasonable prices.
nia and find it to answer every desirable purpose, and chasers should enquire for the true article by its
Yes, purging these humors from the body is
CHARLES COUSENS.
consider it far preferable to any other which I have em whole name—THE VEGETABLE PULMO the true cure for all these complaints, and eve
ployed
James Thatcher, M. D
Kennebunk, Dec. 25.
3w
NARY BALSAM, and see that it has the marks ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser
r Plymouth, Nov. 1, 1839.
and signatures of the genuine.
tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it
Each bottle and seal is stamped “Vegetable is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
Boston, March 10, 1840.
“Two Thousand Pigs.” In a village H
known, and more and more appreciated.
I hereby certify, that 1 have known Mr. James F. Pulmonary Balsam.”
[[J’One more Counterfeit, besides the
not many miles from this great western NOTICE is hereby given, that the subscri Foster, several years last past, and have frequently em
The cure by purging may more depend up
“
American
Pulmonary
Balsam,
”
and
others
bers
have
been
appointed
by
the
Hon.
on the laws which produce sweetness or p.'ployed him in the construction of Trusses and other
metropolis, dwelt a barber, who was in .
above
alluded
to
!
—
An
attempt
has
been
made
to
William A. Hayes, Judge of Probate for the apparatus for my patients, and have always found him
than may be generally imagined. Whatever
moderate circumstances, and possessed County
of York, Commissioners to receive ready, capable, and faithful, and equal to the occasion deceive the public by a spurious mixture called tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because
moreover of a beautiful and “ pecolah ’and examine the claims of the creditors to for which 1 have employed him.
“ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam,” sometimes it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
John Randall, M. D.
signed Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampson of constant exercise is seen.
lithp,” as he called it ; in this town, as in 1the estate of
Lee—said to be prepared by an unprincipled
When constant exercise cannot be used
larger cities, it was the peculiar province
Individuals
can
have
the
Trusses
sent
to
them
by
any
JOB WHEELER,
man in Bangor, Me. The name is written in
of the police to arrest all swine running at late of Wells, in the county of York, mariner, of the packets or vessels by writing the subscriber, a way to resemble the genuine signature, and is FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
O
pening
Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required.
large, or loafing in secret, and either sell deceased. We therefore give notice that six (James F. Foster) 305 Washington st. Boston.
a most foul attempt to deceive the public and Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain
avoid the punishment that awaits actual forgery. of life, are kept free from those impurities
the same for the benefit of the poor, or months are allowed said creditors to bring in
For sale by REED, WING & CUTLER, which would prevent its steady current minisdeliver them to the owner for a small and prove their claims ; and that we will at
(late Low & Reed) wholesale dealers in Drugs,’ tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
compensation.
It happened that our tend to that duty at the store of William
THE good packet Schooner Medicines, Paints and Dye Stuffs, No. 54 Chat vented from becoming mixed with it. It is nabarber, whom we shall designate as Fish Gooch, Esq., in said Wells, on the last Satur
MARTHA, Israel Crediford, ham Street, Boston, and by Druggists and coun, ture which is thus assisted through the means
day of the present month and the last Satur
merchants generally in New England, and in and outlets which she has provided for herself.
er, had made purchases at one of these days of the five following months, from two
Master, having superior accom try
principal places throughout the United States
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York
modations for Passengers, will the
sales, without procuring the necessary to four o’clock, P. M. of each of said days.
and British Provinces. Price 50 cents.
are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 27b
buildings for the reception of his obstinate
sail from—
JOHN WHITCOM.B, ? c ,
For sale by
Bowery, between Prince and Houston Sts.
KENNEBUNK for BOSTON,
charges ; not knowing what course to pur
JOHN GOOCH,
DANIEL REMICH.
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
sue, he proceeded to the residence of a
Wells, Dec. 15.
3w
— and fr om —
September 4, 1840.
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
widow lady, Mrs. Y., to obtain the tem
BOSTON for KENNEBUNK
.Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
porary use of a pen in which to place
every week, wind and weather permitting.
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
FOR 1842,
them, and addressed her thus :
For Freight or Passage apply to the Master
AND OTHERS.
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
W
ill
be
published
about
the
20
th
‘ Mitheth Y. I come to athk you if you
on board.
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
OES any know a neighbor or a friend
of December.
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
kin find me your pig pen for a few
O^’The Martha is furnished with extra
who has been Bald, and whose head is
URCHASERS are requested to send in
Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
dayth ?’
now covered with fine hair ? One whoseNew
their orders, as early as possible, to rigging, etc. with particular reference to run
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
ning in the Winter months—which is worthy coat collar was covered with dandruff, though
‘ My pig pen why, Mr. Fisher, what
Messrs. THOMAS GROOM & Co, 82
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
.
can you want with my pig pen ?’
Slate street, and they will meet with all due the consideration of shippers and passen brushed every hour—which has now vanish
How to be secure from Counterfeit Pills
gers.
ed
entirely
?
Or
one
whose
hairs
at
early
,
• I have jutht bin purchathin thome attention.
purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
Kennebunk, Oct. 2.
ly
age were turning grey, who now has not a 1 Never purchase without being positively sure
The Business Directory, of the various
thwine—-two thowth and pigth at conthgrey hair ? Children whose beads were cov- ,that the person selling has an Engrave» cer
table thale, and want to put them in your Business and Professions in Boston, so hap
ered with scurf,—whose hair would not grow, ,tificate of Agency, and O’observe it has been
pily begun in last year’s Almanac, will be
Schooner Wile
pen.’
that are now growing the fullest crops of renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee
continued in this, with all the improvements
* Why, Mr. Fisher, my pen won’t hold that our experience may have afforded. The
THE new packet schooner hair ? Some cases must be known to most after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the
so many pigs as you have. What on airth ’Almanac for 1842, will be of the same size as
are genuine.
,
NILE, Daniel Ward, Master, persons. Ask them the cause, and you will holder
in York County will be supplied
having superior accommodations1 be told, these things have been done by the bySub-Agents
did you buy them for
that of 1841, and bound in the same beautiful
Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling
for passengers, will sail from use of the BALM OF COLUMBIA. Of 20 Agent in Maine — or by ordering from my
‘ I bought them for my own family uthe, style.
years growth in this article, its demand in Principal New England Office,
* If there should be any who have not “^KEjVjVEBUffK for BOSTON,
madam ; and I’m thertain your pen will be
creasing annually some hundred per cent —
seen this publication, the Proprietor would
— AND FROM —
19 Hanover St.j 19—BOSTON.
thufficiently largth for them.’
though when discovered not opposed by any
KENNEBUNK, JOHN OSBORN & Co.
BOSTON for KENNEBUNK,
‘ My pen will only hold twenty-five beg leave to say, that it is a neat and compact
little volume of 120 pages, well printed, beau every week, during the present season, wind1 thing for the same purpose, now assailed by
Acton, Evans & Hemmingway.
common sized ones !’
Alfred, Benjamin F. Chadbourne.
tifully hound in cloth, lettered in gold, and and weather permitting. For Freight or Pas almost numberless mushroom trash prepara
‘ Well, if it will hold twenty-five hogth contains as much matter as an ordinary 8vo sage, apply to
Berwick, N. Sheldon Hobbs.
tions that will ruin the hair if used to any
D. & b« WARD.
Berwick, S. Parks & Wilson.
it will thurely hold two thowth and pigth 1’ | volume and is sold for the very low price of
Kennebunk-port, May 21, 1841.______ extent. Can more than these facts be want
Berwick, S. J. S T. Cushing.
ed—refer to the recommendations by a list of
‘ Two thousand pigs ! why, it won’t 25 cents per copy. The Calendar pages are
Buxton, H. McKenney.
names of respectability unequalled by [any
very complete, containing besides the usual
bold the twentieth part of them 1’
“
J. C. Lewis.
other
article.
*
Look
at
these
things
—
buy
this
matter,
a
complete
record
of
the
Weather
in
‘ Underthand me, madam 1 I don’t thay
Cornish, Cotton Lincoln.
article.
Stay
and
preserve
your
hair
by
its
OAKES & COUSENS
Hollis, Jonathan Rumery.
two thouthand pigth, but two thowth and Boston during the past year. Also, each Cal
use. or if bald restore it. Ladies, attend to
endar page is accompanied with a memoran
Kennebunk-port, S. H. Gould.
AVE
just
received
and
have
on
hand,
a
pigth
this—hundreds in fashionable life are using
dum page, on which the Accounts of a fami
Lebanon, James Brackett.
good assortment of
‘ I hear you ! two thousand pigs, for a ly, or other domestic matters, may be regis
it as the only article really fit for the toilet.
“
Frederic A. Wood & Co.
Broadcloths
;
Cassimeres
;
Sattinetts;
family of six ! I doot the man’s demented tered. The paper being of a strong and firm
Long hair is very apt to fall out. Ladies,use
Limerick, John Sanborn.
Flannels
;
Green
Booking
;
Asphaltam
;
Limington, Winburn Adams.
the Balm of Columbia in time to save your—two thousand pigs in that pen! he’s texture, is easily written upon.
Hardtimes; Merino; Cambleteen ;
selves the disgraces of baldness by neglect of Limingion, E. Henry Small.
Dec. 18.
3w
certainly crazy !’
English and American Fancy Prints; >g. your persons.
Lyman, Benjamin Dudley.
‘ Mithuth Y. 1 I tell you again, I mean
Copperplate ; Vestings ; Colored Cambrics ;
ANTED immediately a smart, active
J\ewfield, M. & P. S. Wood.
It is your duty, as moralists, to preserve
not two thouthand pigth, but two thowth
“
S. C. Adams.
Lad,—from fourteen to sixteen years
Silesia ; Nankeen ;
the beauties of nature, with which a bountiful
Parsonsfield, F & E H. Newbegin.
Ladies’ and Gents’ Comforters ;
and two pigth 1’
of age.—as an Apprentice to the Tailoring
Creator has endowed you—use the Balm, for
“
William Stackpole.
Neck Stocks; Trimmings for Coats;
8. WHITTEN.
* Oh—oh—-Mr. Fisher, is that what Business.
it will do it.
“
John Morrill.
Gents’ Kid Mittens and Gloves;
Kennebunk, Dec. 4.
CAUTION TO BE REMEMBERED.—
you mean ? my pig pen is at your service,
Sanford, J. M. Bod well.
Ladies
’ Kid Gloves ;
Several
most
flagrant
attempts
have
been
“
Howard & Kendall.
sir 1’
Fancy, Flag, Pongee, and Bandanna Silk made to counterfeit the true Balm of Colum
Shapleigh, Moses Goodwin, Jr.
‘ I thank you, thintberly, madam 1’ lisp
Hdkfs ;
bia. Some of the impostors have gone so far
Saco, McIntire & Beck.
GOOD assortment of Ledgers, Journals,
ed the relieved Fisher, as he started for
Suspenders; Stockings; Umbrellas ;
Wells, Joshua E. Littlefield.
as to counterfeit the splendid wrappers, and
Wastes, Day Books, Quarto and Octa
the pig pen, in which he soon deposited
Bleached Sheeting and Shirting ;
“
George Littlefield.
the Falls of Niagara, and every external mark
vo Account Books. Just received, by
his ‘ two thowth and pigth!’—Pittsburg
“
Joseph Wilson.
Bleached Drilling;
except
the
name
of
Comstock,
which
they
D. REMICH.
Waterborough, James Leavitt.
Unbleached Sheeting and Shirting;
Chronicle.
dare not forge.
Kennebunk, Dec. 4.
Wells, Barak Maxwell.
Tickings, &c. &c.
To avoid impositions therefore, always
York, Edward Chase.
Also—A large assortment of CROCKERY look for the name of Comstock & Co. or of
“
Alexander Dennett.
AND GLASS WARE. GROCERIES of Comstock, and never buy the article unless it
«
G. M. Freeman.
n
all kinds ; Paints and Oil ; Lamp Oil ; Dye has that name upon it.
B. BRANDRETH, M.D.
EN, Pocket and Jack KNIVES—a great
ern reams wrapping paper, of
241 Broadway,N. Y.
Sold Wholesale and Retail, only by
variety of patterns, among them the Stuffs, &c. &c.
good quality.
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Molasses & BoxB.aisins*
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Notice- „ n . „

Commissioners’ Notice-

Schooner Martha'

The Boston Almanac,

To the Bald Headed*

D

P

Wew Goods!!

H

W

Blank Books*

A

Fine Cutlery.

Wrapping Paper«

P“ Congress Knives ”—four blades—a superiorMen
’s thick Boots and Shoes ;
Ladies’ Kid Walking Shoes ;

A. WARREN.
May, 1839.
Kennebunk, Nov. 13, 1841.
article.
Childrens
’
thick
and
thin
Shoes
;
Scissors—several sizes, and some of supe
India Rubber Shoes.
,, ,
THOSE indebted to the subsetlbcr
rior quality. This day received,by
Æso—By the subscribers, about 40 hhds
Newspapers, who prefer paying
D. REMICH.
HE] public are informed that I was twen
Coarse Salt. 1000 lbs good Cheese.
to Cash, are requested to haul it in the
*•
Kennebunk, Dec. 2.
ty-one
years
of
age
the
fifteenth
day
of
MAHOGANY BUREAUS.
of a few weeks. Those who have |> J _
last
August
—
and
of
course
my
earnings
are
The above articles can be sold as cheap
OROCCO and Calf skin Wallets, vari
7IOR sale a BARN, and a BARN FRAME.
mv own, and such property as I now possess. to pay Wood ami Country Produce, end 8
ous sizes and qualities. This day re for cash as any in the vicinity.
AUGUSTUS MADDOX, fcllect this call, will be required
.
For particulars enquire of
OAKES & COUSENS.
without delay.
JAMES K. REt
ceived, by
D. REMICH.
NATH’L L. THOMPSON.
Kennebunk, Nov. 22.
3w
Kennebunk,
Nov.
30.
Kennebunk, Dec. 2.
Kennebunk, Dec. 18. 3w

À
for.
left :
pein!

5 Reams POST OFFICE Paper.
This day received—for sale by
D. REMICH.
Kennebunk, Dec. 29.
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